Students illustrated what earth would look like if everyone did their part to Malama Honua for their generation and beyond.

1. Jovany Bernard
   Kindergarten, E3
   - Plant a Garden

2. Dean Kondo
   Grade 3, D3
   - Keep It Clean With Love Too
   - Earth is Our Home

3. Jada Racasa
   Grade 1, C4
   - Malama Honua - Care for the Earth!

4. Jayna Ocreto
   Grade 4, A9
   - Earth must be clean now

5. Amber Miyauuchi
   Grade 2, C8
   - Make sure the Earth is clean
   - Help keep our earth clean

6. Roxann Aquino
   Grade 5, A8
   - Queen's
   - Help keep our earth clean
Poetry Contest Winners
The themes of Malama Honua and Peace go hand-in-hand. Boys and girls share their vision of a hopeful future.

Peace
Peace means working together
as a group
It means to help each other
with kindness
It doesn’t matter
what you look like.

Kalen Kurahashi Takenaka  Grade 1, C4

Hokule’a
Hokule’a sails
over the sea
travels to islands
around the world
teaches, inspires
shares, discovers, explores
Hokule’a

Naulei Tuitele  Grade 2, B4

Peace
How can I live in peace?
I think I know what peace is.
It is... no one has a bad spirit
It is even being safe.
No one will hurt anyone.
That is what peace means.

Caitlin Gleason  Grade 1, C4

Hikianalia
Canoe of Hikianalia
Understand
Learn to live
To care for the earth
United
Reason to help
Earth

Rylanna Edgar  Grade 2, B4
Peace
Peace and Quiet
Plants grow
And if you
Look in the
Middle there's
The peace garden
In its glory

Joshua Acosta Grade 3, B8

Malama Honua
One planet that is blue and green
No pollution nor bad weather
Loving and taking care of each other
For everyone is the same
This is a brighter future

Any Brucul Grade 4, A9

Peace Garden
Planting beautiful plants
Every flower blooming
A beautiful apple tree
Changing the earth
Earthworms looking for a home

Growing, Caring, Learning
A serene garden
Respectful to nature
Daisies are pretty
Edible flowers
Notice friendships bonding

Rina Robert Grade 3, B7

Malama Honua
Malama Honua is making peace around the world,
Malama Honua is a system for caring,
Malama Honua is a word that brings no evil,
Malama Honua is a saying,
a message to people to take
care of the earth.

Hali'a Char Grade 4, A10
Keep Your Head Up
We're living in darkness
Searching for our guide
But the lights are dimming out;
We're lost in our pride
Hokule'a, however;
Is different from others
A tranquil, graceful, independent mother
But yet we stick up our heads,
Ignoring the land's tears
We dye the grass red
And I've asked over the years
Why do we hate our world?
Pollute our world?
Abuse our world?
Mother Nature;
I know your time was rough.
But keep going; gotta keep your head up

Athena Alexynne Apaga  Grade 5, A6

Peace
Peace is happiness,
Like a clear blue sky reflecting
the clean lake of a crystal morning,
Peace is love,
No war, no sadness,
Peace is being in balance;
With love and hate,
Peace is to be able to give and to take;
To have unity,
In all countries and communities.
Peace is peace for all.

Amina Ramadan  Grade 5, A6